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The likelihood of Deutsche Post DHL entering or expanding in mail
markets outside Germany has been downplayed by its chief executive officer, Frank Appel.
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Giving the keynote address at the Post-Expo World Postal
Business Forum in Hannover, Mr Appel said: “The [mail] business
is shrinking, profits are shrinking, so why should we invest?” He
confirmed this was a change of view and that formerly, Deutsche
Post had been more interested in expanding into foreign mail
markets.
Mr Appel did state, however, that Deutsche Post would like to
work with other postal operators in Europe on business-to-consumer parcel delivery. The company is already conducting trials in
Austria and Switzerland in cooperation with local postal operators.
Turning to logistics, Mr Appel said there would be further consolidation in the sector, but stressed that Deutsche Post has no plans
for acquisitions.
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(Mail Acquisition Off the Deutsche Post Agenda Continued)

Europe

He said, in the future, logistics operators would need to cooperate on services within cities because environmental restrictions
were likely to increase. “If we want to truck goods to shopping
malls, then we need to find new ways. Governments will ask for
combinations of logistics companies working together. This will
be a challenge for logistics firms,” he said.

Call for Innovation in the Parcels Market

Post-Expo took place from September 29 to October 1 combining
conference sessions with exhibitions. Main issues under discussion
included mail volume decline, new business models, technology
and the environment.
Speakers at the World Business Forum included Groupe La Poste
chief executive Jean-Paul Bailly; Poste Italiane chief executive
Massimo Sarmi, Hellenic Post – ELTA chief executive Andreas
Taprantzis and Swiss Post chairman, Claude Béglé.

More innovation and customer focus in the parcels market is
essential if operators are to meet the challenges of volume
decline.
That is the view expressed by the head of Austrian Post’s parcels
division, Carl-Gerold Mende, in a presentation at the World Postal
Business conference during Post-Expo.
Mr Mende criticised the parcels industry for building up capacity
which, he said, had devalued the service. “We need to address
the issue of capacity and how valuable our service is. That is how
we are missing the boat. Everyone is buying volume from competitors. The only result is that we are devaluing ourselves,” he said.
He warned of the risk of a price war in the European parcels
market by driven pressure on volumes and an increasingly cyclical
aspect to the business.
On the plus side, Mr Mende saw opportunities in e-commerce
growth and in downtrading from express to parcels services.
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La Poste Continues with Current Strategy

Royal Mail Meets 09 Modernisation Targets

Groupe La Poste chief executive officer Jean-Paul Bailly told at the
Post-Expo forum that postal operators face the short term challenge of surviving the economic crisis, and a long term challenge
of reinventing their business model.

Royal Mail has spelled out its progress in modernising during
2009. Its managing director, Mark Higson, called on postal
workers to reject industrial action and join the company in delivering service to customers.

Despite these, La Poste would continue with its fundamental
strategy, diversifying and expanding its express parcels and
financial services businesses to compensate for mail volume and
profit decline.

Mr Higson said on September 30, that Royal Mail would complete
all the major efficiency changes planned for 2009 in the first
week of October. These, he said, were set down in the 2007 Pay
and Modernisation Agreement with the Communication Workers
Union (CWU).

“We have planned to face a 30 percent volume decrease by 2015
and stable profitability,” Mr Bailly said. La Poste aims to make
current fixed costs more variable to protect margins. Mr Bailly saw
big potential in parcel growth from e-commerce, particularly in
the business-to-consumer sector.
“The solution to the crisis is innovation and also partnerships,”
Mr Bailly said. “One of the main efforts in coming years will be
the change to cooperate with smaller partners.”

“This level of change is higher than has been implemented in any
previous year and has been essential as a response to the accelerating decline in the number of letters, down around ten percent
against last year,” Mr Higson said.
Changes implemented include flexible working, ensuring that
employees work all the hours for which they are paid. Royal Mail
has introduced automated sorting equipment and technology
such as handheld tracking devices. 85 percent of mail is now walk
sorted.
Mr Higson called on the union to abandon “its unjustified strikes”
and to re-engage with the agreed industrial relations framework
by continuing talks on further modernisation and efficiency
measures.
Strikes in London and across the UK continued as postal workers
voted in a ballot for a national strike. The ballot is due for
completion in early October and a “yes” vote could mean a strike
at the end of November.
Royal Mail is concerned that unofficial action, particularly in
London, is already damaging service quality. The union claims that
about 30 million letters have not been delivered while Royal Mail
puts the figure at nine million.
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French Postal Workers Protest Nationwide

Pölzi Acknowledges Challenges Ahead

Postal workers in France staged a national strike on September
23 in protest against plans to restructure La Poste into a publiclyowned limited company.

Austria Post’s new chief executive and chairman of the board,
Georg Pölzi, has began his five-year assignment on October 1.

La Poste said that 22 percent of employees stayed away from
work, while unions claimed support by 35 to 40 percent.
The national action followed an “indefinite strike” in Paris on
September 21 which was understood to be supported by only 14
percent of postal workers.
The national action was called by all five postal unions which
describe La Poste’s planned change of status as “privatisation”.
The restructuring is also opposed by a group called the National
Committee against Privatisation of La Poste made up of postal
unions, left-wing political parties and other organisations.
The pressure group staged a “citizens’ vote” outside town halls
and post offices between September 28 and October 3. Their aim
was to obtain a sufficient number of votes to increase pressure
for a full referendum.
The French Government expects to present a draft postal law to
parliament this month. This would enable La Poste to become a
limited company on January 1, 2010 and to benefit from EUR 2.7
billion in planned state funds for modernisation and growth.

He acknowledged the “formidable challenges” facing Austria Post
from liberalisation and changes in the postal market. He thanked
Rudolf Jettmar for acting as the company’s interim manager. Mr
Jettmar remains as chief financial officer and deputy chairman.
Mr Pölzi began his career as a McKinsey & Co consultant. He joins
Austria Post from the position of spokesman for the T-Mobile
Germany management board. Previously, he was special deputy to
the management board of Deutschen Telekom and was responsible for implementing the company’s successful restructuring
plan.

Austria Post Develops e-Mail Letter Service
Austrian Post is developing an electronic mail service in partnership with computing centre operator Raiffeisen Informatik.
Raiffeisen Informatik’s electronic billing subsidiary, EBPP, is 40
percent owned by Austria Post. It already provides a dual delivery
service offering an electronic option.
“The future of the letter is electronic mail,” said Austria Post’s
interim chief executive, Rudolf Jettmar, on September 23. The
company wants to offer every citizen a choice of electronic or
physical delivery for all their documents.
“To bring electronic mail up to the same quality level as physical
letter delivery, new electronic systems are needed with delivery
reliability as well as reliable partners,” Mr Jettmar said.
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SmartTrucks Pass Their Pilot Test

Post Danmark Buys Self Post Units

Deutsche Post DHL has declared its SmartTruck pilot project a
success in terms of cost, environmental benefit and more efficient
operations.

Post Danmark is taking delivery of 30 Self Post self-service units
from aCon for installation in post offices.

Two high-tech SmartTruck parcel delivery vans used dynamic route
planning software. They went on test in Berlin in April, completing
500 pick-up and delivery stops a day for three months.
Deutsche Post DHL said routes chosen by the SmartTrucks were
significantly shorter than those of other vehicles. Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) smart tags attached to parcels in the
SmartTrucks provided route tracking and up-to-date information
about exact pick-up time; shippers received SMS messages about
30 minutes before collection.
The company said that along with lower mileage and better
customer service, climate protection was an important aspect of
the trial.

CTT-Correios Launches Corporate Mail
CTT-Correios of Portugal is offering businesses in Lisbon a specialised corporate mail service which it intends to extend to Oporto
in April 2010.

Self Post units allow customers to purchase stamps, weigh and
measure letters and parcels, print package labels and customs
documents and purchase packaging materials. They also provide
the means to send an SMS message to recipients of registered
letters.
Post Danmark is offering 24-hour service by installing Self Post
and Parcel Box units in select post offices.

Poste Italiane Wins Award
Poste Italiane is the first winner of the ‘Postal Technology International Service Provider of the Year Award’ for its financial turnaround and growth.
The awards were presented at Post-Expo in Hannover. The judges
said that Poste Italiane had achieved seven consecutive years of
profit with revenue and profit continuing to improve in the first
half of 2009.

The postal operator said it maintained its profitability in its first
half-year. Revenue dropped year-on-year by two percent while
costs were reduced by three percent.
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DHL to Operate Six New 767 Freighters

French Airport-to-Airport Rail Link Planned

DHL is purchasing six new Boeing 767 extended range freighters
between now and 2010 with the first three entering service by
the end of this month.

The French Government is investing EUR 170 million in a high
speed, airport-to-airport rail freight network in Europe.

The aircraft have blended winglets designed to save up to one
million litres of fuel and 3,150 tons of carbon emissions a year.
They are joining DHL’s own DHL Air (UK) fleet to replace shared
capacity MD-11F aircraft currently provided through a joint
venture with Lufthansa.
The company said the B767s would help boost on-time performance and reliability on transatlantic services on which air express
volumes had remained high during the recession.

The Euro-Carex scheme will develop the network between Paris
Charles de Gaulle and other French and European cargo airports
including, initially, Lyon, Lille, Liège, Amsterdam, Cologne and
London.
Euro-Carex project members include La Poste, TNT, UPS and FedEx
as well as rail operator SNCF and Air France Cargo. The high
speed airport-to-airport link is aimed at air freight operators who
could develop their air freight operations by rail without the need
for additional air hubs.

GLS Signs MIDEX as Middle East Partner
Royal Mail-owned European parcels operator GLS has a deal in
the Middle East with MIDEX International, which serves 14 countries.
The reciprocal agreement connects MIDEX customers to GLS’s
European delivery network while GLS customers have access to
MIDEX network.
GLS chief executive officer, Rico Back said MIDEX’s experience
in customs clearance in the Middle East would achieve three to
four-day delivery to the 14 countries covered.

Hermes Enhances its eBay Service
German parcels company Hermes Logistik has renewed its partnership with eBay, providing its own partner portal on all German
eBay websites.

>>In Brief - Europe
Aramex Ships Free for
UNICEF
Middle East express operator
Aramex has an exclusive
agreement to provide outbound
domestic and inter national
services free of charge for
UNICEF from Riyadh and Dubai.
The agreement forms part of
Aramex’s commitment to social
development and sustainability.

APC Overnight Offers
One-Off Express Parcels
British parcels carrier, APC Overnight, has integrated its NetDespatch online service with its
partner, Courier Logistics, for
next day delivery throughout the
UK. A one-off delivery service
ext end s n atio nal, next day
delivery to small businesses and
private individuals.

GLS Sees Growth in Slovenia
G L S S l o v e n i a i n c re a s e d i t s
parcel volumes by 25 percent
over the past three months. A
quality initiative started before
the outbreak of the financial
crisis has resulted in delivery of
98 percent of domestic parcels
within 24 hours.

Hermes is offering a 25 percent price reduction on small items
sent by eBay customers between October 5 and 26 on its
shop2shop service, which involves drop-off and collection at a
Hermes parcel shop.
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Americas
FedEx 1st Quarter Better Than Expected

UPS Delivers Samples with Packages

FedEx Corp performed above its initial expectations in the first
quarter of fiscal year 2010, achieving overall revenue of USD 8.01
billion (down 20 percent year-on-year) and operating income of
USD 315 million (down 50 percent).
The company said revenue and profitability were negatively
affected by the global recession and the substantial decline in fuel
surcharges year-on-year. Positive effects resulted from strict cost
control and one additional operating day this year.
In the express division, revenue was 23 percent down at USD
4.92 billion while operating income was 70 percent lower at
USD 104 million. FedEx said results were negatively impacted by
continued global economic weakness and substantially lower fuel
surcharges, partially offset by DHL’s exit from the US domestic
package market.
FedEx Ground saw revenue drop just two percent to USD 1.73
billion while operating income rose seven percent to USD 209
million. FedEx SmartPost increased its average daily volume by 73
percent owing mostly to market share gains following DHL’s exit
from the sector.
FedEx Freight revenue was USD 982 million, 27 percent less than
a year ago but operating income fell 98 percent to USD 2 million
owing to weaker demand, competitive pricing and lower fuel
surcharges.
In its outlook for the next quarter, FedEx said year-on-year comparisons were difficult even though there were signs of improvement
in the economy.
From January 4, 2010, FedEx will increase its shipping rates by an
average of 5.9 percent for US domestic and export services. The
increase will be partially offset by an adjustment in the fuel price
at which the surcharge begins. This will reduce the fuel surcharge
by two percentage points.

UPS is piloting a service delivering product samples and offers to
recipients of home delivery parcels.
UPS ‘Direct to Door’ is being tested in selected ZIP codes in
Chicago, Dallas-Ft Worth, Miami, Phoenix and Washington DC.
The offers will be contained in a custom-designed pack containing
about twelve offers and samples.
“As marketing channels evolve and consumer choices increase,
we need new touch points to connect with customers,” said Pat
Connolly, executive vice president and chief marketing officer of
Williams Sonoma. “With a UPS Direct to Door, we are reaching
an active consumer, an important factor for increased response
rates.”

FedEx expects the pricing environment to strengthen as the
economy improves.
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USPS Webinars Promote Direct Mail

US Postal Service Wins Eco Award

The United States Postal Service is co-sponsoring a series of one
hour webinars for small and medium sized businesses demonstrating how to create and implement a successful direct mail
campaign.

The United States Postal Service won the Postal Technology International Environmental Achievement of the Year award.

The five webinars are presented by industry experts providing
advice on direct mail strategies, effective copy writing and
managing mailing lists.

The award, presented at Post-Expo in Hannover, Germany, recognised initiatives including the replacement of 6,500 vehicles with
1,900 alternative and hybrid fuel vehicles. These brought the total
number of alternate fuel-capable vehicles in the Postal Service
fleet to more than 43,000.

The sessions are free of charge and businesses may register at:
www.usps.com/directmailonline.

FedEx Orders 15 B777F Aircraft
FedEx Express has taken delivery of the first of 15 B777F aircraft
due to join its fleet by the end of fiscal 2014. A further 15 aircraft
are expected to be ordered for delivery between 2014 and 2019.
The company said the B777F would permit non-stop flights from
Asia to the United States next January. The aircraft increase the
company’s range by more than 2,400 miles and provide greater
payload than the current long haul MD-11 freighter.
The B777F is said to use 18 percent less fuel than an MD-11 and
create 18 percent less emission. It is quieter and is expected to
lower maintenance and operating costs.
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Velocity’s Debts Exchanged for Major Stake
United States same day delivery company, Velocity Express, has
been sold to a financial investor on a debt-for-equity basis.
The company declared itself insolvent under Chapter 11 and will
be restructured through a pre-packaged Section 363 sale.
The investor, Comvest, is buying a majority holding, reducing the
burden of legacy liabilities by eliminating more than USD 100
million of debt.
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>>In Brief - Americas
FedEx and UPS Consortia Win
Military Contracts
Two consortia led by FedEx and
UPS have each won air transportation contracts from the
United States military worth a
combined total of more than
USD 1.8 billion.

Brazil’s Postal Strike Nears an
End
A national postal strike in Brazil
is nearing its end with 13 of
35 regional unions accepting a
Correios pay offer by September
25. The strike for higher pay
began on September 17 but on
September 21 a labour tribunal
ruled that at least 30 percent
of staff should remain working
to provide “an essential public
service of social relevance”.
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Asia-Pacific
Mixed Results at Full Year for NZ Post
New Zealand Post achieved a full year net profit of NZD 71.8
million with mixed results across its diversified group.
Operating revenue was 2.8 percent down year-on-year at NZD
1.25 billion but operating profit was 30 percent below last year
at NZD 90.4 million. The company said the results are not directly
comparable because of the economic crisis.
Normalised earnings after adjusting for one-off items were NZD
77.2 million, a 16 percent decline on last year’s normalised result
of NZD 91.9 million.
Kiwibank continued its high levels of growth. It now forms part
of Kiwi Group Holdings alongside Kiwi Insurance and Kiwi Home
Loans in a new structure established during the year.
Postal services experienced a 6.7 percent decline in total addressed
mail volume. The contribution from postal services and the postal
retail network declined from NZD 67.3 million in the previous year
to NZD 25.4 million.
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“During the year we have taken further steps to align our people
and other resources with the declining level of mail passing
through our processing and delivery networks,” said acting group
chief executive Sam Knowles.
The company has ceased weekend mail collection, rationalised its
transport network and increased the price of international mail.
Looking ahead, Mr Knowles said there were continued growth
prospects for Kiwibank. Postal Services, the wholly-owned
Datamail Group and courier businesses would continue to meet
market and economic challenges by developing innovative
products and services.

AaE Offers Real Time Tracking and POD
Australian Air Express (AaE), owned jointly by Australia Post and
Qantas, has implemented handheld computers for 1,800 drivers
in order to provide real time tracking.
Delivery Connect from IT company Blackbay provides the
software for the Motorola MC70 devices. The solution gives electronic proof of delivery, electronic manifests and event and time
stamping throughout the pick-up and delivery process.
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TNT Adds Air Freighter Capacity for China

TNT Launches a Spare Part Network

TNT is adding a new, dedicated B747-400ER freighter to its service
between China and Europe.

TNT has launched a service to help customers optimise inventory
and transport of critical spare parts in southeast Asia.

The non-stop flights will operate between Hong Kong and TNT’s
European air hub in Belgium to connect with the company’s
European air and road network.

Storapart offers visibility and control of aftermarket activities
through a single point of contact. Equipment and spare parts are
consolidated and located in line with customers’ service contracts
using a network of regional and national warehouses and forward
stock locations.

TNT is targeting customers in the high-tech, telecommunications, electronics and fashion industries, offering faster factory-tomarket lead times and inventory management.
“Our continued investment in Asia clearly demonstrates TNT’s
long-term confidence in the region and our continual commitment
to raise our service capabilities on behalf of customers,” said
James McCormac, regional managing director of TNT Asia Pacific.
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The network is manned round the clock by a dedicated team. The
company says a spare part or a repaired product can be delivered
within two to four hours of order placement.
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ABOUT THIS PUBLICATION
IPC Market Flash is a bi-weekly newsletter
providing a comprehensive look at new
developments emerging in the international
postal marketplace. It is published by the
Markets and Communication Department of the
International Post Corporation.
IPC Market Flash is sent out exclusively to IPC
member posts. If you would like to contribute an
article or photograph to this publication please
contact us via email at publications@ipc.be or
send your submissions to :
IPC
Head of Communication
Avenue du Bourget, 44
1130, Brussels
Belgium
While every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this report, the facts and
estimates stated are based on information and sources which, while we believe them
to be reliable, are not guaranteed. No liability can be accepted by International Post
Corporation, its directors or employees, for any loss occasioned to any person or entity
acting or failing act as a result of anything contained in or omitted from this report.
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